Opacity Project (OP) and OPAL opacities were used to calculate nonlinear hydrodynamic models of 0.7M radially pulsating extreme helium stars, having mean (averaged over a pulsation cycle) e ective temperatures and luminosities in the ranges 10 4 K hT e i 5 10 4 K and 1282 hLi=L 8091 respectively. Separated helium and metal ionising layers cause local maxima (or bumps) in the depth-dependent Rosseland mean opacity, which were found to be responsible for two distinct regions of pulsation instability; they will be referred to as the Helium Instability Region (HEIR) and Z-Bump Instability Region (ZBIR). At hLi < 3000L the cooler HEIR and hotter ZBIR are separated by a region of stability where radial pulsations are either not excited or characterised by a very small radial displacement amplitude ( R=R 10 ?3 ).
INTRODUCTION
BD +13 3224 (V652 Her) is a hot hydrogen-de cient star (Berger & Greenstein 1963) discovered by Landolt (1975) to be variable with a period = 0:108 days and an amplitude V = 0 m : 06. Subsequent radial velocity studies by Hill et al. (1981, hereafter HKSW) and Je ery & Hill (1986, hereafter JH) not only con rm discordant radial velocities rst reported by Berger & Greenstein, but show BD +13 3224 to be the only hot hydrogen-de cient star which is undoubtedly a radial pulsator. Light curve studies by Kilkenny & Lynas-Gray (1982 , 1984 , Lynas-Gray & Kilkenny (1986) , Kilkenny (1988) and Kilkenny & Marang (1991) show to be decreasing at a rate j _ j ' 90 10 ?10 days cycle ?1 and that j _ j is itself decreasing.
HKSW derive hT e i = 26500 2000K from observed optical colour variations compared with predictions based on model stellar atmospheres, calculated as described by Sch onberner & Wolf (1974) . For a hot extreme helium star, the ultraviolet and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) wavelength regions contribute most of the bolometric luminosity and precise T e determinations cannot be obtained from optical colours alone (Heber & Sch onberner 1981) . Drilling et al. (1984) obtain better T e determinations using a procedure based on the Infrared Flux Method of Blackwell & Shallis (1977) , the integrated ux being derived from dereddened observations at wavelengths ( ) longer than 1200 A and supplemented by best available model atmosphere uxes at shorter wavelengths. Following the Drilling et al. (1984) approach, Lynas-Gray et al. (1984, hereafter LSHH) derive hT e i = 23450 1320K; the lower value is a consequence of taking line blocking into account for 1200 A.
A preliminary abundance analysis of BD +13 3224 is presented by Je ery et al. (1986) . While the adopted model atmosphere (with abundances of 99% He and 1% H by numbers) ts H , H and H cannot both be tted by simply varying hT e i, surface gravity (log g) or hydrogen abundance; the di culty is attributed to inadequate lineblanketing, and the use of static models to represent a dynamical atmosphere could prove to be an additional handicap. Nitrogen is found to have an abundance of about 1.6 dex above the solar value ( 0:4% by number) making it the third most abundant element. Although catalogued as an extreme helium star by Drilling & Hill (1986) , BD +13 3224 has abundances which (along with its variability) clearly distinguish it from others as can be seen by reference to Table 3 in Je ery & Heber (1993) .
LSHH obtain log g = 3:7 0:2 from a comparison of observed and theoretical He I line wings; this is another characteristic distinguishing BD +13 3224 from other extreme helium stars as it is almost 1 dex higher than expected from Heber & Sch onberner's (1981) empirical evolutionary sequence. A new sub-class of extreme helium stars is consequently proposed, having BD +13 3224 and HD 144941 as members. The evolutionary status of BD +13 3224 is considered by Je ery (1984) who computes zero-age models, and evolutionary sequences, for Horizontal Branch stars having very low hydrogen abundances in their envelopes; the term Helium Horizontal Branch (HeHB) is introduced by analogy with the usual Horizontal Branch. The observed luminosity and e ective temperature of BD +13 3224 are reproduced by a HeHB model with a helium-burning core of mass 0.475M and a hydrogen-poor (X 0:0025) envelope with a mass 0:25M ; surprisingly, the envelope is burning hydrogen in a hot thin shell at its base. Envelope contraction due to evolution along the HeHB explains the observed _ , but the decrease in j _ j remains unexplained.
Application of radial stellar pulsation theory should provide a de nitive mass for clarifying the evolutionary status of BD +13 3224. Both linear and nonlinear calculations using the Los Alamos Opacity Library (LAOL) by H ubner et al. (1977) , show BD +13 3224 to be far beyond the blue boundary of the pulsation instability region of extreme helium stars (Saio 1986; Saio & Je ery 1988; Fadeyev 1990; . Only recently is Saio (1993) able resolve the problem of BD +13 3224 with new opacities, taking into account many improvements in atomic physics (Iglesias et al. 1992; Rogers & Iglesias 1992) , and show that the opacity bump at T 2 10 5 K (known as the Z-Bump) is responsible for excitation of instability due to the ordinary -mechanism. Because Saio (1993) only undertakes a linear analysis of pulsation stability, it is of great importance to apply non-linear calculations. In particular, radial velocity and luminosity curves obtained from calculations can be compared with observational data. This paper is devoted to the study of nonlinear radial pulsation models of hot extreme helium stars, with particular attention given to models of BD +13 3224.
HOT EXTREME HELIUM STAR MODELS
The rst goal of our study was to derive the region of instability of radially pulsating helium stars with hT e i 10 4 K. (Fadeyev 1983) .
Model parameters are listed in Table 1 , where L bol and T e are the bolometric luminosity and e ective temperature corresponding to the initial hydrostatic equilibrium, and Q are the pulsation period and pulsation constant in days, is the growth rate (1= is the number of periods during which the kinetic energy of the pulsating envelope E K increases by a factor of e = 2:718 : : :), R=R ph , U, and M bol are the surface amplitudes of the radial displacement (in units of the photospheric radius R ph ), the centre-of-mass frame (CMF) radial velocity (in km/s) and bolometric absolute magnitude, respectively. In our study we considered self-exciting stellar oscillations so that models unstable against radial pulsation showed, initially, an exponential growth in E K . The linear growth of ln E K was used for instability growth rate ( = d ln E K =dt) evaluation. On the other hand, for stable models we applied an initial velocity perturbation with a surface amplitude of ?3 km/s and obtained an exponential decrease of E K . For some stable models we evaluated the period of decaying oscillations; the corresponding negative values of are given in Table 1 .
In contrast to the models calculated earlier (Fadeyev 1993) with LAOL tables, our models take the Z-Bump into account where the opacity di erence between the models calculated with LAOL tables and OP tables is as high as roughly a factor of two; it arises because of metal (usually iron in solar composition models) ionisation. As a result, the new models are characterised by a somewhat lower density in layers with 0:2 < r=R ph < 0:7 (r being distance from the stellar centre), the density di erence reaching log % 0:5. Nevertheless, the qualitative dynamical behaviour of the limitcycle models with T e = 10000K remains nearly the same as that described by Fadeyev (1993) , that is, the principal mode of nonadiabatic pulsation is a low-order overtone.
The location of pulsation instability regions for radially pulsating helium stars, having M = 0.7M , on the HR diagram is shown in Figures 1 { 3 where we plot R=R ph , U and M bol as functions of T e and L bol . It can be seen that there are two regions of pulsation instability, which are clearly separated at lower values of L bol and gradually merge as L bol increases. The existence of the \valley" between the two \ridges" of pulsation instability appears, qualitatively at least, to be consistent with the non-variability of BD +10 2179 Grauer et al., 1984) and HD 124448 (Je ery & Lynas-Gray, 1990 ).
Excitation of radial oscillations due to helium ionising layers occurs for 1282 L bol =L 3221 and T e < 13000K; hereafter this region is designated as the Helium Instability Region (HEIR). Radial oscillations of helium stars located near the HEIR boundary are characterised by small amplitudes of both radial displacement and radial velocity, whereas the amplitude of light variation is perceptible. Moreover, stellar pulsations exist in the form of overtones rather than the fundamental mode because both energy and spatial conditions necessary for excitation of overtones are ful lled in outer layers of the stellar envelope. Indeed, the thermal time scale th = 4 r 3 C p T=L r (where L r is the luminosity at r and C p the speci c heat at constant pressure) in helium ionising layers is comparable with overtone periods, whereas the inner boundary of the helium ionising zone is located above the outermost node of low-order overtones. We do not give periods (in Table 1 ) for some stars near the HEIR boundary because these models showed semi-regular pulsation.
Metal ionising layers giving rise to the Z-Bump were found to be responsible for driving extreme helium star radial pulsations at higher e ective temperatures (18000K < T e < 33000K); hereafter, this is referred to as the Z-Bump Instability Region (ZBIR). At low luminosities (L bol 2032L ), the HEIR and ZBIR are separated by a gap where stars are stable against radial oscillation. However, the ZBIR red boundary turns redward with increasing luminosity so that both instability regions merge within the luminosity range 3221 < L bol =L < 5105. In particular, the model with L bol = 5105L and T e = 10 4 K belongs to the ZBIR.
All ZBIR models with L bol 5105L are characterised by a good repetition of pulsation motions and small changes to the pulsation cycle length which do not exceed 1%. However, among these models we obtained one (L bol = 5105L , T e = 15000K) which undoubtedly shows alternating fundamental mode oscillations. The cycle lengths of each of these alternating fundamental mode oscillations are constant in time, and the model is characterised by a strict repetition of pulsation motions on the time interval covering two successive cycles; for this reason we give (in Table 1 ) pairs of , Q and R=R ph values for the L bol = 5105L and T e = 15000K model. HEIR and ZBIR stellar pulsations are remarkably distinct. HEIR stars are overtone pulsators but ZBIR stars pulsate in the fundamental mode because metal ionising layers (giving rise to the Z-Bump) are formed below the depth of the rst overtone node. Moreover, in ZBIR pulsators the thermal time scale th becomes comparable with the fundamental mode period in the Z-Bump layers. A di erence between overtone and fundamental mode radial pulsation instability is clearly illustrated in Figure  4 , where radial displacement amplitudes are plotted as functions of radial distance for models with luminosity (L bol = 3221L ), roughly corresponding to instability region merger.
The position of an instability driving region inside a stellar envelope is revealed by radiation ux modulation. Figure 5 shows amplitudes of the luminosity variation as functions of radial distance for models plotted in Figure 4 . As can be seen, in models with T e 12000K, the luminosity amplitude abruptly increases in the outermost layers of partial helium ionisation. In models with T e 17500K, on the other hand, pulsation driving regions are located much deeper in layers where the temperature (T) 2 10 5 K; this is demonstrated by radial positions of luminosity amplitude maxima. Luminosity amplitude maxima are also seen, in Figure 5a , to move to the surface with increasing T e ; as a consequence, driving zones (ZBIR) lie between r=R ph = 0:72 (T e = 17500K) and r=R ph = 0:89 (T e = 30000K). The location of Z-Bump layers below the surface implies that at higher e ective temperatures (T e > 33000K) their mass becomes insu cient for driving radial pulsation.
Following Fadeyev (1993), a Fourier analysis of hydrodynamic limit-cycle models was carried out. In addition to the luminosity amplitude reaching a maximumin layers with T 2 10 5 K, the Fourier analysis shows these layers to undergo substantial luminosity phase changes. Figure 6 shows the phase (' L1 ) of the rst-order Fourier harmonic of the luminosity variation, plotted as a function of Lagrangean mass-zone number, for several helium star models having M bol = ?4 m : 0. For inner layers (T > 2 10 5 K), ' L1 is seen (in Figure 6 ) to be nearly constant; small uctuations from the constant value, which tend to zero at the inner boundary, have a numerical origin and are not discussed further. In outer mass zones (T > 2 10 5 K), ' L1 decreases with increasing r. The decrease of ' L1 is most prominent in models with T e = 17500K and 20000K and is 1:5 radian, notwithstanding the fact that the stellar envelope pulsates in the fundamental mode and the radial displacement phase change is 0:12 radian. Phase changes in other thermodynamic quantities are also small and do not exceed 0:1 radian (see, for example Figure 6 , where the phases of the rst-order Fourier harmonics of temperature are shown as dashed lines).
Changes in ' L1 are due to nonadiabaticity of pulsation motions and reveal the existence of either a damping or driving region. In models of classical Cepheids, for example, ' L1 increases by a few hundredths of a radian in the radiative damping layer lying below the helium instability driving region and decreases by roughly 0:5 radians in the helium and hydrogen ionising layers. Figure 7 shows the normalised mechanical work ( H P dV ) done by each Lagrangean mass-zone, over a pulsation cycle, for models shown in Figure 4 . For mass-zones located in a radiative damping layer, the normalised mechanical work done is negative; a positive value de nes a mass-zone as contributing to an instability driving region. In Figure 7 , models having T e 20000K are seen to have a narrow instability driving region located in the radiative damping layer. The maximum of H P dV is seen, also in Figure 7 , to move towards the surface as T e increases above 20000K; at T e 25000K it is located above the radiative damping layer in which there is a phase increase of 0:02 radians. In the instability driving region, however, the phase decreases by 0:22 radians and 0:14 radians for T e = 25000K and T e = 30000K respectively. The maximum of H P dV coincides with the Z-Bump, both being at the same radial distance. Thus, our calculations corroborate Saio's (1993) conclusion; radial pulsations in hot extreme helium stars are excited by the ordinary -mechanism.
A number of models using OPAL opacities (Rogers & Iglesias 1992) were also computed and in concluding this section, we brie y compare them with their counterparts calculated with OP opacities. Parameters of the models calculated with OPAL tables are listed in Table 2 . Both OP and OPAL opacity tables give very good (within one percent) agreement for T < 2 10 5 K. At higher temperatures, however, this di erence increases and becomes as high as 12% at the Z-Bump (T 2 10 5 K); that is, the most prominent discrepancy between OP and OPAL opacities is in layers which (in our models) have radial distances in the range 0:5 < r=R ph < 0:8. OP opacities are, as a rule, higher than OPAL opacities, so that most models calculated with OP tables are characterised by larger growth rates in comparison with those calculated using OPAL tables. Correspondingly, the blue boundary of the ZBIR was found at somewhat lower e ective temperatures when OPAL opacities were used.
MODELS OF BD +13224
BD +13 3224 is well-studied spectroscopically and photometrically; these data are ideal for comparison with nonlinear radial pulsation model predictions. Determinations of hRi, hLi and hT e i are reported by both HKSW and LSHH. LSHH also derive a luminosity variation which is directly comparable with the luminosity variation predicted by hydrodynamic calculations, once an appropriate phase-shift is applied as described below. JH present observed radial velocities (their Table 4 ) ideally suited to a comparison with theory because they take great care to follow the very rapid radial velocity variation near minimum radius.
As shown above, hot extreme helium star pulsations are excited by the Z-Bump; pulsation instability is therefore strongly dependent on metal abundances. Because abundances for BD +13 3224 are very uncertain, nonlinear radial pulsation calculations were attempted for four di erent mixtures whose fractional number abundances are listed in Table 3 ; N(Z ) denotes the total number fraction of metals exclusive of nitrogen. AG9.003 had G91 metal abundances, other mixtures an enhanced nitrogen abundance (found by ) with remaining metals in G91 proportions. OP opacity tables were used for all mixtures, with OPAL tables also being used in the case of AG9.003. Models calculated using B13.001 and B13.003 were stable, at masses and T e values of interest, and not considered further.
As the mass of BD +13 3224 is uncertain (LSHH), trial masses M = 0:6, 0.7, 0.8 and 0:9M were adopted for both hT e i = 26500K (HKSW) and hT e i = 23500K (LSHH); furthermore, neither L bol nor R ph can be set a priori to exactly correspond to the observed = 0:108 days and so models listed in Table 1 were used to obtain an approximate relation between Q and f where f = log (M=M )=(R=R )]; substitutions for Q in the period-mean-density relation
( 1) then resulted in estimates of R ph , and consequently L bol . Nonlinear radial pulsation models were then calculated which predicted periods di erent from the observed = 0:108 days by less than 2%; corresponding predictions of Q are plotted as functions of f in left and right hand panels of Figure 8 , for mixtures AG9.003 and B13.002 respectively. As can be seen, each Q(f) could be tted to good accuracy by a secondorder polynomial
Solving (1) and (2) for R (R ph ) gave L bol values which, when adopted in new calculations of nonlinear radial pulsation models, resulted in predicted pulsation periods di erent from by less than 0.1%; these models are referred to as limit-cycle models and are listed in Table 4 along with with tting coe cients for (2).
Thus, Q values obtained from stellar pulsation theory provided mass { luminosity loci along which the pulsation period is = 0:108 days; each is unique for a particular T e and chemical composition. A further restriction on M or L bol can be obtained from a comparison between theoretical and observed luminosity and radial velocity curves, as discussed below. Indeed, as is seen from Table 4 , the amplitudes U and M bol not only increase with increasing M or L bol but also depend on T e and chemical composition.
In the left and right hand panels of Figure 9 , CMF velocities of outermost layers are plotted as a functions of time, for BD +13 3224 models calculated with AG9.003 and B13.002 mixtures respectively; solid lines correspond to T e = 23500K and dashed lines to T e = 26500K. The excitation of pulsation instability is strongest for the AG9.003 mixture, so that theses models show both higher growth rates (see Table  4 ) and larger limit-cycle amplitudes (see the left hand panel of Figure 9 ). Moreover, pulsation motions of AG9.003 models are characterised by a very steep increase in the expansion velocity, and their light curves (see Figure 10) reveal the presence of a prominent maximum. B13.002 models show smaller limit-cycle amplitudes, with smoother velocity and light curves (see right hand panels of Figures 9 and 10) .
In Figure 9 , it can be seen that theoretical CMF radial velocity curves are sensitive to composition and only slightly sensitive to stellar mass. Theoretical luminosity curves in Figure 10 , at a particular e ective temperature and composition, are seen to be sensitive to stellar mass. A stellar envelope composition can therefore be selected by comparing observed and theoretical radial velocity curves; a comparison between observed and theoretical luminosity curves then gives a stellar mass.
Hydrodynamic calculations were carried out in the CMF and the pulsation phase taken to be zero at minimum radius. Theoretical CMF stellar envelope velocities plotted in Figure 9 were converted to theoretical radial velocities (in an observer's rest frame) by changing the sign and multiplying by 1=p = 17=24 (Getting 1935) ; it then remained to add the JH systemic velocity of 3.51 km/s. The factor 1=p corrected for projection e ects and it is discussed below. Landolt (1975) de nes the observational pulsation phase as zero at the time of maximum light in the Johnson V-band; LSHH nd that the minimum radius then occurs at a phase of 0.133, a phase shift that has to be applied to theoretical radial velocity and luminosity curves before comparing with observation.
JH radial velocities show B13.002 to be a closer approximation to the true envelope composition of BD +13 3224 than AG9.003 irrespective of stellar mass and whether hT e i = 23500K or hT e i = 26500K is adopted. If hT e i = 26500K was chosen, theoretical luminosities were too high for all masses considered when compared with both HKSW and LSHH hLi values. For an adopted hT e i = 23500K, the LSHH luminosity curve showed the mass of BD +13 3224 to lie between 0.7M and 0.8M although closer to 0.7M as this gave a better t. Linear interpolation between 0.7M and 0.8M theoretical luminosity curves gave a series of approximate theoretical luminosity curves at intermediate masses; comparison with observation suggested a mass for BD +13 3224 of 0.72M on a best t criterion.
In order to verify the result of linear interpolation, a further limit-cycle pulsation model was calculated for M = 0:72M ; the corresponding comparisons with observation being shown in Figures 11 and 12 . Luminosity variations (Figure 12 ) predicted by the 0.72M limit-cycle model, adopting hT e i = 23500K, show a good agreement with observation; radial velocity variations predicted by this model are in excellent agreement with observation. Figures 11 and 12 show the best agreement between theory and observation that can be obtained using OP opacities without experimenting with composition, hT e i and limb-darkening. Because the 0.72M limit-cycle model (with hT e i = 23500K and using B13.002) comes very close to reproducing the JH and LSHH observations and analysis, it was tempting to argue that the fundamental stellar parameters (mass, e ective temperature variation and radius variation) were well established; there were, however, a number of uncertainties and inconsistencies deserving careful scrutiny.
An assessment of Figure 11 must take account of what theoretical and observational radial velocity curves represent. Observations give an average radial velocity of atmospheric layers in which spectrum lines are formed. Theoretical radial velocities are the line-of-sight velocity components of the centre of the outermost mass-zone. The temperature at the centre of the outermost mass-zone varies during a pulsation cycle from 19000K to 22000K which, for a T e = 23500K plane-parallel hydrostatic atmosphere, is close to the temperature of the line forming region observed by JH in which case observed and theoretical radial velocity curves in Figure 9 should agree; a hydrodynamic model stellar atmosphere is needed to check this assumption.
The remarkably good agreement in Figure 11 may also be fortuitous; the theoretical radial velocity curve was composition sensitive and compensation for an incorrect composition could result if CMF radial velocities had been transformed with an invalid value of p. If the present paper had followed HKSW and LSHH by adopting p = 1:32, a value recommended for cepheids (Parsons 1972) , the theoretical radial velocity curve amplitude in Figure 11 would have been increased by about 7% and the resulting comparison with observation less satisfactory. LSHH note that use of p = 24=17 increases their derived distance by about 7%; this is a consequence of a 7% increase in hRi.
LSHH use the integrated stellar ux variation, normalised to the top of the stellar photosphere, to derive the T e variation and hT e i adopted in the present paper.
While LSHH observe uxes for > 1200 A, they deduce ux variations at shorter wavelengths from hydrostatic plane-parallel model stellar atmospheres. Subsequent studies , Je ery & Heber 1992 show line-blanketing to be important in extreme helium star atmospheres; LSHH use continuum model atmospheres which probably predict too much ux at < 1200 A, resulting in a hT e i which is too high.
Mass determination di culties were apparent from the less than perfect agreement between observed and theoretical luminosities in Figure 12 ; it is suggested that this follows from an imperfect knowledge of p and composition which could be a consequence of neglecting hydrodynamic e ects in model stellar atmosphere and line formation calculations. Furthermore, static plane-parallel model atmospheres for BD +13 3224 do not include line-blanketing which is now known to be important. Had LSHH adopted p = 24=17, their hRi would be increased by 7%; their use of unblanketed model stellar atmospheres is likely to have resulted in a hT e i which is too high. An increased hRi might compensate for a lower hT e i to leave hLi essentially unchanged; this is the simplest assumption to make when estimating the uncertainty in hT e i. A 7% increase in hRi then corresponds to a 3.5% decrease in hT e i; that is, hT e i = 22600K. In Table  4 , it can be seen that Q is only weakly dependent on mass and hT e i; (1) then shows a 7% increase in hRi to correspond to a 21% increase in mass.
A hRi = 2:12R , hT e i = 22600K and hLi = 10 3:03 L corresponded to a mass of BD +13 3224 is known to have decreasing and a _ which is increasing; the ephemeris which propose is T (n) = T (0) + n + n 2 k 1 + n 3 k 2 (3)
where T (n) is the Heliocentric Julian Date of maximum light (in the Johnson V-band) after n pulsation cycles. The most recent determination of T (0), , k 1 and k 2 is given by Kilkenny & Marang (1991) . An analogy between (3) and the Maclaurin expansion Because _ is known to be small, a pulsation cycle can be regarded as a unit of time and di erentiation with respect to n equivalent to di erentiation with respect to time.
Je ery (1984) interprets _ as a decrease in hRi, and a corresponding increase in hT e i, as BD +13 3224 evolves towards the white dwarf domain. Time-dependence, as determined by evolution changes, was beyond the scope of nonlinear radial pulsation calculations reported in the present paper. An inspection of B13.002 limit-cycle models in Table 4 suggested a negligible e ect on perturbations, corresponding to time derivatives at the epoch de ned by n = 0, from the assumption of constant stellar structure dependent coe cients (a,b and c) in (2).
Di erentiating (1) 
Di erentiation of (2) 
where P 1 = (b + 2cf) log e a + bf + cf 2 and P 2 = 2c(log e) 2 a + bf + cf 2 : All derivatives are again understood as being evaluated at n = 0. Equations (3) and (4) Table 4 (OP opacities, B13.002 mixture and T e = 23500K) and assumed to be time-independent.
High dispersion ultraviolet spectra obtained by Dr. C.S. Je ery with the International Ultraviolet Explorer on 1983 May 13 th show no obvious evidence of a stellar wind in the C IV or Si IV resonance lines (N V resonance lines were not detected). It was therefore supposed that BD +13 3224 has no signi cant stellar wind and that mass-loss occurs only as a consequence of nuclear burning; hLi = 1062L corresponds to _ M=M = ?2:95 10 ?14 cycle ?1 (1:38 10 ?10 M year ?1 ). Equations (5) and (7) then gave _ R=R = ?1:3 10 ?8 cycle ?1 and _ Q=Q = ?1:2 10 ?9 cycle ?1 . Both _ R=R and _ Q=Q were insensitive to _ M=M for all plausible mass-loss rates; if the mass-loss rate was increased by four orders of magnitude, _ R=R and _ Q=Q change by about 1%. Equations (6) and (8) into (6) and (8) year ?2 ; the di erences between his results and those in the present paper are due to more reliable estimates of _ Q=Q and Q=Q available from nonlinear radial pulsation models. Je ery's (1984) evolution track for a 0.68M HeHB star (his Table 3 and Figure 5a , but note that for consistency with Table 3 `10 ?5 ' should read`10 ?4 ' in Figure 5 ) predicts d ln R=dt ' ?4 10 ?5 year ?1 which is remarkably close to d ln R=dt = ?4:4 10 ?5 year ?1 obtained in the present paper. Je ery's same model predicts d 2 ln R=dt 2 ' 2 10 ?10 year ?2 which is more than two orders of magnitude smaller than the result obtained in the present paper. The ephemeris cubic term remains unexplained, though the interpretation of the quadratic term, as contraction to be expected with evolution of BD +13 3224 towards the white dwarf domain, would appear to be well established.
DISCUSSION
Approximate formulae (2) relating the pulsation constant to the mass-radius ratio were obtained (for the special case of BD +13 3224) in Section 3, assuming two xed e ective temperature values of T e = 23500K and 26500K. For various applications, it is of great practical importance to obtain a formula valid over a wide range of stellar radii and luminosities. Moreover, the dependence of Q on stellar mass should be taken into account; for this reason, two additional series of the models were computed with masses M = 0.6 and 0.8M . Because radial pulsations of extreme helium stars are revealed within two distinct instability regions, separate approximations of Q should be made in each case. The point is illustrated in Figure 13 , where the pulsation constant Q is plotted as a function of e ective temperature T e and luminosity L bol for models with M = 0:7M ; Q being set to zero for stable models located in the region of stability separating the ZBIR and HEIR.
For ZBIR models with constant luminosity, Q was tted with good accuracy by a linear function of f = log (M=M )=(R=R )]. Because coe cients of this linear dependence can be approximated in turn by a linear function of log(L bol =L ), the t obtained for ZBIR pulsators is Q = 0:0846 + 0:16372f ? (0:01851 + 0:05697f) log(L bol =L ):
The root mean square (rms) error is less than 4% for ZBIR pulsators with masses 0:7 M=M 0:8 and luminosities 3:1 log(L bol =L ) 3:7. The rms error increases at lower masses and becomes as high as 10% for M=0.6M .
The dependence of stability region boundaries on stellar mass was investigated using calculations of models with M = 0.6 and 0.8M . In particular, stability region boundaries were found to be nearly independent of stellar mass for 0:7 M=M 0:8. Moreover, for L < 2 10 3 L the stability region boundaries have the same location at M=0.6M . Additional computations have therefore corroborated the suggestion (in Section 2) that BD +10 2179 and HD 124448 are extreme helium stars found to be non-variable because their e ective temperatures place them in the region of stability between the HEIR and ZBIR; radial pulsation modes are not therefore excited.
One of the properties of model luminosity curves shown in Figures 9 and 12 is the spike at phase 0.1; this feature is not a surface phenomenon as it originates in layers with 10 5 K < T < 2:5 10 5 K where the mechanical work over a cycle is positive. In layers with T < 2 10 5 K the spike coincides in phase with the temperature maximum. Thus, photometric observations of BD +13 3224 with an accuracy of about a few thousandths of a magnitude seem to be of great interest because they might be used as a test of hydrodynamic models discussed above and, therefore, of the mass and luminosity derived in the present study. Ultraviolet photometric monitoring of BD +13 3224 would be needed so that the observed ux variation would closely resemble the luminosity variation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Nonlinear radial pulsation models for extreme helium stars have been computed with OP and OPAL opacities. As an aid to the interpretation of extreme helium star light and radial velocity curves, presented results (Q, , R=R ph , U and M bol ) extend over the expected range of L and T e . The Z-Bump (absent from LAOL opacities) proved to be crucial to an understanding of radial pulsation in hot extreme helium stars.
As a test of nonlinear radial pulsation models, luminosity and radial velocity curves were calculated for BD +13 3224 from limit-cycle models; the best (and remarkably good) agreement with observation being obtained using OP opacities (X = 0:0015, Y = 0:98287 and Z = 0:01563) and adopting M = 0:72M with hT e i = 23500K.
Limit-cycle models for BD +13 3224 were used to obtain an empirical relation giving Q as a function of M and R; with the period-mean-density relation and values of , _ and obtained from observation, this was used to derive _ R=R and R=R for BD +13 3224 assuming plausible values of _ M =M and M=M. The value of _ R=R, but not R=R, was consistent with stellar evolution calculations; the quadratic term in the ephemeris was therefore veri ed as being due to an evolutionary decline in the stellar radius.
OPAL and OP opacities exhibit the Z-Bump, absent from LAOL opacities, giving rise to the ZBIR which drives fundamental mode radial pulsation in BD +13 3224. Because of the importance of OP or OPAL opacities in explaining observed pulsations in BD +13 3224, it would be useful to repeat Je ery's (1984) HeHB evolution calculations using OP or OPAL opacities; if this fails to explain the ephemeris cubic term, some enhancements to the nonlinear radial pulsation calculations presented in the present paper could be considered. It is known from the ephemeris quadratic term that BD +13 3224 has a diminishing stellar radius, observable on a time-scale of a decade ( 35000 cycles). New techniques for nonlinear radial pulsation calculations, introduced by Dor & Feuchtinger (1991) , could be adapted to allow for an evolutionary decline in the stellar radius and changes in that rate of decline. Nonlinear radial pulsation calculations would then predict _ Q=Q and Q=Q as well as Q; more reliable values of _ R=R (and R=R in particular) should then follow because it will not be necessary to make assumptions about _ M=M and M=M. 
